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THE FOLLOWING IS A JOINT STATEMENT of the
National Law Enforcement Committee on Operation Identification, which I wholehealtedly
support.
The identification and return of stolen property
has been a major problem facing law enforcement agencies for decades. In response to this
problem, two national organizations representing
nearly all of the State, county, and municipal law
enforcement
administrators-the
National
Sheriffs' Association (NSA) and the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP)have recently established a committee composed
of representatives of the national law enforcement community to find a solution.
Representatives of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the National Crime Prevention
Institute, and the National Conference of State
Criminal Justice Planning Administrators met at
the invitation of Ferris E. Lucas, Executive Director of NSA, and Glen D. King, Executive Director
of the IACP, on July 20, 1977, at the J. Edgar
Hoover F .RI. Building in Washington, D.C.
The committee members determined that law
enforcement agencies throughout the United
States recover millions of stolen items as the
result of criminal investigations and arrests.
However, many of the recovered items bear no
identifiable markings or serial numbers which
could be used to locate or identify the rightful
owners. Moreover, in those instances where an
item has been serialized by its manufacturer, the
average citizen fails to maintain a record of that
number.
In 1963, a program was developed to facilitate
the identification, recovery, and return of stolen
property. This program, commonly known as
"Operation Identification," encouraged citizens

to mark valuable items with a unique personal
identifier so that each item would become more
readily identifiable and traceable to its rightful
owner in the event of its loss or theft. A number
of citizen groups and law enforcement agencies
have established Operation Identification programs since that time. However, all of the programs have failed to achieve complete success as
the result of one or more of the following shortcomings: (1) Lack of uniformity in the assign.
ment of owner identification numbers; (2) failure
to coordinate program activities with other jurisdictions; (3) lack of planning, coordination, or
administration of program activities; (4) failure
to enlist a significant number of citizen participants in the program; and (5) failure by local
law enforcement agencies to utilize Operation
Identification as an investigative technique rather
than solely as a public relations program.
Recognizing the enormity of the problem of
identifying and recovering stolen property, FBI
Director Clarence M. Kelley urged the criminal
justice administrators who serve on the Advisory
Policy Board of the National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) to improve the center's capability
to facilitate the identification of the owners of
stolen property. NCIC is a national computerized
information system operated and managed by the
FBI, which enables Federal, State, county, and
municipal law enforcement agencies to share
information with regard to stolen property,
wanted or missing persons, and criminal his·
tories. As a result of Mr. Kelley's recommendation, the NCIC Policy Advisory Board recommended that the NCIC files concerning stolen
articles be expanded to include an "OwnerApplied Number" along with a full description
of the stolen article. Since September 19, 1977,
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law enforcement agencies have been able to enter
and index any stolen property in the NCIC Article
File which is marked with a unique ownerapplied number, if that number is reported to
the police.
To fully achieve the benefits of the new NCIC
capabilities, a nationwide effort to encourage
both law enforcement agencies and private citizens to participate in an OwnerApplied Number
(OAN) or Operation Identification program is
needed, as well as the establishment of a recognized uniform numbering system which will
assist in identifying the owner of the property.
The purpose of the newly organized National
Law Enforcement Committee for Operation
Identification is to promote the involvement of
law enforcement agencies in property marking
programs as a strategy for discouraging the theft
of personal property and a useful technique in
crimina] investigation.
Without the support and participation of the
law enforcement community, such a program
cannot succeed. With such support, official and
citizen cooperative program can increase greatly
the number of stolen item identified and recovered each year.
A nationwide public information campaign is
needed to convince citizen in all part of the
country to participate in property marking. The
support of service clubs, labor organizations,
civic group, and private busines e must be
enlisted to conduct doortodoor campaigns to
as i t owners in marking their property in an appropriate manner.
In addition, law enforcement officer must be
trained to record ownerapplied number as a
part of their descriptions of property stolen in
official reports, and they mu t be able to recognize ownerapplied number when they recover
articles.
Properly admini tered, and utilizing a nationally accepted uniform numbering system, Operation Identification can assist police administrators in identifying stolen property that ha
found its way into the legitimate market, returning stolen property to its rightful owner, and
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gathering direct physical evidence to as ist in
prosecution of criminal violations involving
property theft.
Committee chairperson Ferris E. Lucas reported that the committee in it initial session
had identified the following objectives:
1. To develop a uniform owner numbering
system that will identify an owner regardless of where he lives or how many
times he moves;
2. To prepare and disseminate guidelines
for establishing and maintaining su<>
cessful officialcitizen property marking
programs;
3. To encourage State and local lawenforcement agencies to adopt property
marking programs a a crime reduction
and crimina] investigation technique
involving the total law enforcement
agency;
4. To provide guidelines for the development of law training programs in property marking and identification;
5. To provide and di seminate to law
enforcement agencies a property identification manual that will provide guidelines for establishing local property
marking programs, de cribe the procedures required in law enforcement
agencies to e tablish the program as an
investigative technique, and describe
what articles would be marked and how
and where to mark them; and
6. To encourage manufacturer to mark
valuable merchandise and equipment
with erial numbers at the time of manufacture, and to encourage retail dealers
to a ist buyers in marking items purcha ed with an ownerappli d number at
the time of sale.
As it proceeds with it assignment, the committee expects to olicit uggestions and advice
from law enforcement administrator, husine ,
industry, and citizen groups and will be working
closely with the National Crime Information
Center and its Advi ory Policy Board.
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R. PllLLIP HARKER
Sp cial Agent
Laboratory Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.
O nce again,
another football season, it can
anticipated that exorbitant amoun
of money in the form of sports
wagers will change hands. Annually,
Phot~rap
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hundreds of million of do rs are
bet with bookmakers on e college
bowl games and the )rofessional
uper Bowl game alone. nd because
it is the " line" which

by George Ror... r.. ~

3

cases, a true handicap line or power
rating line will approach or approxi.
mate the bookmaker's wagering line,
but not necessarily.

TEAM A SCORES

Game

A Score

Opponent Score

Power Rating Lines

Difference

A vs D

31

26

+5

A vs E

24

10

+14

A vs F

17

19

2

Final Total Differential

+17

Average Differential For 3 Games

+5%

There are several nationally
known power rating "lines" or sys·
terns. In these systems, the starting
point is a comparison of the points
scored by and against Team A, which
is now playing Team B, with the
points scored by and against Team B.
This is illustrated in figures 1 and 2,
which chart the scores of Teams A and
B and their previous opponents.

(17;3)

"There are several nationally known power rating
'lines' or systems."

Figure 1.

basis for taking these bets, lawen·
forcement officers should familiarize
themseh'es with its function.
The line theoretically functions as
a handicap to balance the relative
strengths of the opposing teams. It
consists of points either added to the
underdog teams' final scores or sub·
tracted from the favorite teams' final
scores. Then again, theoretically
having balanced the relative strengths
of the teams, wagers are accepted by
bookmakers usually at 1110 odds.
Thus, for instance, if a btltor desires
to bet 500 on the Washington Red·
skins at  6 ( meaning Washington
i favored by 6 points, and 6 points
are subtracted from Washington'
final score to determine the re ult of
the wager), he would actually risk
.• 550 to the bookmaker s $500.
As stated above, the line is only
theoretically a balancing of the
trengths of the teams. However, as
a practical malter, the line is really a
number of points, either added to the
underdogs' scores or subtracted from
the favorites' scores, which the book·
makers feel will tend to attract rela·
4

tively even amounts of wagering on
both sides of the contest. If the book·
maker achieves an even balance of
wagering on a game and he has no
gamble or risk, his profit is assured of
being 10 percent, the "juice" or "vig·
orish" of the losing wagers. In many

As illustrated, Team A would have
won its games by an average 5%
points, while Team B would have lost
its games by an average 8 points.
Therefore, on the average, Team A
would be considered 13% points bet·
+8).
ter than Team B (52/:~

Figure 2.

TEAM B SCORES

Game

B Score

Opponent Score

Difference

B vs G

13

33

20

B vs H

14

10

+4

B vs I

6

14

8
24

Final Total Differential
Average Differential For 3 Games

8

(24;3)
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A power system would then further
refine the point spread by weighing
additional factors. For instance, 6
points might be added to B's rating
for being the home team, 2 points
added because of the injury to A's
star wide receiver, 5 points added
because the opponents of B were
stronger than A's, but 3 points sub·
tracted because of an internal dispute
between B's quarterback and center.
By combining these refinements
(13% 625 + 3 , the final rat·
ing, Team A favored by 37;~
point, is
determined.
This example greatly oversimplifies these often complex, computer.
ized systems, but it serves to illus·
trate the gen ral theory. Our rating
could theoreti ally be used as a wagering line, an depending on the ac.
curacy of the ·eighing of the variou
factors, suc as homefield advantage, we ther conditions, injuries,
etc., woullJ be a true handicap. In
practice, however, this is never us d
as a ·ne by bookmakers, althoug
they ave reason to be interested in
such ratings. Bookmakers are inter·
ested ecause they anticipate their bet·
tors , ill be aware of the ratings and
may ollow them. Furtherm e if the
booKmaker places reliance
t
ystern he may decide to allow his book
to become unb ancea on a game simpI because, though he is forced to
adopt general the bookmaking line
(as discussed low), he may feel the
betting line is bad and the game will
in act turn out otherwise. For exIi e has Team
ample, if the betl~g
A favored by 12 point. whereas our
power rating shows A to be only about
4 points better, the bookmaker may
decide to allow an imbalance of betting on A or even "lay off"rebet
with another bookmaker on B to
create an imbalance in his favor.
Frequently, a rather substantial
variance between the betting line and
Photograph b~
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power ratings occurs when a popular
team plays a relatively unknown
team, when a team from an area where
wagering is often huge plays a team
f rom an area where Iittle betting occurs, or when a tremendously strong
team plays a very weak one. These instances reemphasize the actual use of
a betting lineto attract betting on
both sides without necessarily weighing the true strengths of the teams. If,
for instance, the power ratings show
a team is 50 points stronger than its
opponent and if 50 were used as a
line, it might completely shut off the
betting on the favorite. Many bettors
would feel that the favorite would win
substantially, but to give up 50 points
might be too dangerous. On the other
hand, many bettors would bet on any
earn if they received a 50point handicap. However, it could be that if the
bookmaker used a line of 40 rather
than 50, he migh now attract favoriteteam betting, as well as underdog
betting.
Necessity an
the National

of

To a great exten
veloped in Las Vega , ev. Not only
may the line be f rmulated legally
there and posted publicly in legal
boo aking esta lishments, but Las
Vegas is the r cOt)nized hub of wagering and the clearing house for much
of th intelligence information used
to develop h line. Persons there, who
are instrument ·n line development,
have vast source of information
about the games, as well as knowledge
of major trends or " mo es" in game
wagering, especially by the socalled
"smart" or knowledgeable bettor.
Each week in Las Vegas, the football
line is developed, lega lly printed, and
published. Thereafter. line information is disseminated almost instantaneously, usually via telephone, to various persons throughout the country.

Some bookmakers send a trusted associate to stay in Las Vegas and to callout the line regularly. Others merely
pay a small salary to someone already
residing in Las Vegas for performing
this service. Although gambling in
general is thought to be legal in Nevada, there is still a goodly amount
of illegal gambling activity among
many, including bookmakers. And
these bookmakers may be inclined to
disseminate personally, or through
agents, line information from le_
vada. Whichever of the above means
is used, this line information is then
relayed nationwide to the local ])ookmakers or their associates. The bookmakers characteristically share in the
cost of the line service.

"Every bookmaker, by
necessity, has a 80U
for.
the La8 Vegas line."
Every bookinaker, by necessity,
has a source for the Las Vegas line.
The line may come irect
om Nevada, from Nevada indirectly through
one or more other cities, or from other
local bookmakers who obtain it from
sources ultimately obtaining it from
Las Vegas. This accessibility is necessary for several reasons : First, as
indicated above, the Las Vegas gambling community is considered extreme knowledgeable in all aspects
of line d velopment; and second,
since other bookmakers and bettors
are also aware of this line, the individual must start out using the Las
Vegas line as his basis lest he become
immediately out of balance, and
hence, unable to layoff. For example,
if the bookmaker felt the proper line
on a game should be Team A favored
by 4. points and used this line for taking bets, and if other bookmakers
used the Las Vegas line of 12 points,
our bookmaker would find immediately that no one would bet with him
on the underdog getting on ly 4 points;
5

whereas everyone would bet with him
on the favorite giving up only 4 points
rather than 12. Thus, he would experience a tremendous imbalance of betting on the favorite, which we have
indicated is not a desirable situation.
Moreover, he could not layoff with
other bookmakers, since he must lay
off with them at their line, which
would be 12 rather than 4. And if he
should layoff with the other bookmakers on the favorite giving up 12
points when his imbalance is at 4
points, and if the final score showed
Team A winning by more than 4
points but less than 12 points, he
would then lose not only his imbalance of bets on the favorite at 4 points,
but his layoff bets at 12 points-a
very dismal situation generally referred to as being "middled."
When the bookmaker obtains the
line, he then often adjusts it to suit
his needs or makes up his line. (See
fig. 3.) He may well know his usual
bettor.s and be able to anticipate what
volume on various games he can expect. If the line he receives is 4 and
he knows that his bettors are likely
to bet heavily on the underdog (the
hometown favorite, perhaps) , he
might decide to use 3 or 3% as his
line. Then, as wagering progresses
during the wagering period, such as
often from Tuesday until unday on
profes ional football games, he may
vary his line upwards or downward
one-half point at a time to tend to attract betting, or conversely, to discourage betting on the other side, in
order to balance the betting. The traditional thought is that the use of half
points terns from the bookmaker 'deire to eliminate "pushes" (or ties)
when the bet is a draw. lthough half
point do have this effect, the real
purpo e is to facilitate varying the
line hy small increments. There is a
tremendous difference between a line
of 3 and 3% points, but very little
practical difference between 25 and
25% points.
6
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The bookmaker must know not only
the Las Vegas opening line, but he
must get frequent update in the line.
A change in the Las Vegas line does
not mean that La Vega has changed
its collective mind as to the anticipated final score (a if the line were
a true power rating); it means that
there has been an influx of wi e money
on the game. The bookmaker must be
wary of the same influx. Also, the La
Vega books may either " cratch" a
game or "circle" it. To cratch a game
mean to eliminate further betting or
to take it off the board. To circle it
means literally to draw a circle around

the game on the line sheet, resulting
in a limitation of wagering on the
game. Bookmakers may take no betting on a circled game or may accept
only a limited amount of wagers
on it, such as a maximum of $100.
In either case, scratching or circling
arises because of some unusual factors
developing after the opening of betting. These factors include critical
injuries, rumors of a fix in the game,
or extremely unusual patterns of
wagering. This type of information is
of vital importance to every bookmaker because by the time he learns
of the scratching or circling, he frequently will have been besieged with
bets by bettors who have also been
privy to the information.
It is worth noting that contrary to
popular thought, a crucial injury occurring after the opening of betting
cannot effectively be handicapped.
Bookmakers cannot change the line
enough to reflect the value of the loss
of a good quarterback, such as possibly 6 or 7 points, or else the bookmaker would be in the position of
possibly being "middIed," as indicated above. All he can then do is
stop further betting and hope for the
best.
Likewise, other changes in factors,
such as weather and internal disputes,
cannot affect the line after its opening. These things only cause the game
to be scratched or circled. The only
factor affecting the line after opening
is solely the volume of the wagering.
The question frequently arises as to
why a bookmaker cannot use line information published fairly regularly
in many newspaper. He cannot for
two reason. Fir t, the bookmakers
only trust money. If they could go to
the newspapers and bet on the line
appearing in it, then they could trust
it. However, as far as a bookie is
concerned, a line i only a line if he
can place bel on it. And second,
whatever appears in the newspaper is
not timely enough for the bookmaker;
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

he must be able to learn of the changes
in the line immediately and not the
next day, at which time he may have
already been inundated by smart
money.

Cooperation Among Bookmakers
A local bookmaker will remain in
almost constant contact with other
bookmakers for purposes other than
obtaining the national line. Move·
ment by area bookmakers of their
lines often indicates the volume of
wagering, which the bookie may in
turn expect himself. Furthermore, if
a bookie expects to layoff to any other
bookmaker, he must do so at the
latter's line. Consequently, there is a
constant exchange of line information among bookmakers, even though
technically they are in competition
with one another.
Bookmakers also discuss regularly
the general volume of betting they are
experiencing on various games and
transmit hints or rumors about the
games, abilities, and financial conditions of certain bettors and the results of contests. This merger of cooperative spirit and competitive effort
is a feature unique to bookmaking
which, in precise terms, cannot be
compared to another form of business
activity. Often comparisons are made
to insurance companies reinsuring
their risks or the Federal Reserve System's movement of money about the
system; but since bookmaking is truly
unique, these comparisons are inadequate.

Line Changes vs. Layoffs
The two ways a bookmaker tends
toward the balance of wagering he desires are either to change his line or
to layoff. As stated previously, he
often changes the line before opening
it, simply in anticipation of the volume of wagering on one side. Thereafter, as the betting progresses, he
November 1977

may choose to vary the line by more
than one-half point at a time. Thus,
if he is receiving too much wagering
on Team A at -4, he may then
change the line to Team A at 4%. This
will have a tendency to discourage
wagering on A and encourage wagering on B. Some bookmakers vary the
line only on their judgment; others
vary it automatically whenever a
certain predetermined imbalance occurs on the game, such as a $500
imbalance.
However, the bookie can accomplish only so much by line changes
and may still have what he feels is a
dangerous imbalance. Additionally, if
he varies his line as much as one-half
point, he may run the risk of being
"sided," meaning he may lose one
side and push or tie the other. If he
varies the line one point or more, he
may risk being mid died or losing both
sides, if the final point spread falls
in the middle of the two lines. If he
cannot achieve a desirable balance by
line changes, he can only reach the
balance by laying off. The facility of
laying off when necessary is a vital
feature of bookmaking. Some bookmakers layoff constantly, others only
occasionally; but all have the means
of laying off when needed. Further,
whether a bookmaker lays off or not
often depends on his educated opinion
as to who will win the game (consid-

ering the point spread, of course).
The decision may also be affected by
his opinion as to the bettors, the respected "smarts," or merely the hometown grads urging their team along
with their bets, who are causing the
imbalance.
As an example of how a bookie
might layoff to achieve an even balance, consider the incoming bets illustrated in figure 4.
It can be seen that the bookmaker's
imbalance would be $1,200 on Team
A or 1,800-$600. He would, therefore, layoff or bet with another
bookmaker on Team A at -4 for
$1,200 and be assured of a $60 profit,
whichever team won. If Team A won,
he would pay his winning bettors
$1.800 and collect $660 from his losing bettors, for a loss of $1,140; but
he would have won his layoff of
$1,200, leaving a net profit of $60.
If Team B won, he would collect
51,980 from the Team A bettors, less
$600 payoff to the Team B bettors for
a gain of $1,380; but he would have
lost his layoff of $1,320, leaving again
a net profit of $60.
Furthermore, many bookmakers
feel that if they have a fairly wide assortment of bettors, they will profit
in the long run without laying off, at
least on every imbalanced game. This
is because they are taking bets on a
theoretically even game, including the
Figure 4.

TEAM A4

TEAM 8+4

$500.00
$300.00

$100.00

$1,000.00

$500.00

$1,800.00

$600.00
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1974 COLLEGE FOOTBALL BOWL GAMES
GAME

BmlNG LINE

POWER RATING

ACTUAL POI NT
SPREAD

How Good Are The Oddsmakers?

ASTRaBLUEBONNET BOWL

3

North Carolina State

vs.

o

Houston

SUN BOWL
North Caroina

vs.

M~piSta

te

13

2

10

o

14

10

PEACH BOWL
Texas Tech

vs.
Vanderbilt

FIESTA BOWL
Brigham Young

vs.

10

Oklahoma State

GATOR BOWL

3

Texas U.

vs.
Auburn

24

SUGAR BOWL
fbiIa

vs.

Nebraska

12%

17

3

conaN BOWL

3%

Penn State
vs.
Baylor

21

3

ROSE BOWL

6%

Ohio State

vs.
Southern Caiforria

3

ORANGE BOWL
Alabama

10%

vs.

Notre Dame

13
2

Figure 5.

handicap, but one in which the bookmaker get 11-10 odds. For example,
if a bookmaker were taking all bet
on the flip of a coin characterized by
true even odd , but the bettors risked
11 for each 10 the bookie put up,
he would not really care how many
people bet on heads or how many on
tails, even though on anyone throw
he might lose substantially. However,
in the long run, probabilities tell us
he would profit almost 5 percent of
all money wagered on this evenmoney proposition at 11-10 odds.
8

his good customer, but rather will
just "eat it" or take a gamble, especially in a favorable situation, giving
him 11-10 odds.

On the other hand, the bookmaker
by paying close attention to other
bookie ' lines can often middle the
other bookmakers and win both sides
of a game by laying off.
The laying off to achieve an exactly
balanced book i fine in theory, but
frequently impossible to attain as a
practical matter. For just about the
time the bookie la ys off and reaches
the even ratio of bets, he may get a
bet on the other side of the game
from a regular customer. A bookie
will seldom refuse a bet lest he lose

People often scoff at the "oddsmakers" when a game turns out far
differently than the odds. "What do
they know about it?" they say. But
what the public often fails to understand is that the outcome of the game
is of small consequence to the linemakers. Their concern is whether the
line ~as
stimulated an approximately
even amount of betting. It is felt that
the most predictable teams to handicap are the professional football
teams. Yet, several statistical studies
have shown that of the 13 professional
games each week, seldom is the line
ever within a point of the final score,
and only an average of about 4 of the
13 games are within even 6 points of
the line.
As an example of comparing the
wagering line, a well-known power
rating, a predicted final spread from
a news media source, and the actual
final spread, figure 5 indicates what
occurred in the 1974 college football
bowl games.
It can be seen that only in the Peach
Bowl and Fiesta Bowl games did the
betting line come within two points
of the final spread. The power rating
was within two points only in the Rose
Bowl Game. On the other hand, the
betting line wa off an average of 9.5
point and the power rating 12.4
points_
"The line achieves its
overall purpo e-to attract
hundreds of millions of dollars of wagers annually."
till the bookmakers are not going
hungry. The line achieves its overall
purpose- to attract hundreds of million of dollar of wagers annually_ ijl
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THE LEGAL DIGEST

Use of Deadly Force to
Arrest a Fleeing F elon
A Constitutional Challenge
By

J. PAUL BOUTWELL
Special Agent
Legal Counsel Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

This is the conclusion of a
threepart article.

Title 42 U.S.C. 1983 Suits

The essential elements of a section
1983 case are (l) conduct of some
person, (2) acting under color 0/
State law, and (3) which deprives an.
other of rights, privileges, or immuni.
ties secured by the Constitution or
laws of the United States. The essence
of the action is a claim to recover
damages for injury wrongfully done
to another person. The liability is
personaL
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Allegations of m isconduct in 1983
suits are drawn from a broad spec·
trum of rights, priv ileges, and immu·
nities afforded prot:ection by the Fed·
eral Constitution and laws of the
United States. The approach is for the
complainant to allege a violation of
the 14th amendmen t, section 1, which
contains the follow i ng language: "No
State shall make Or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citiz::ens of the United
States; nor shall an y State deprive any
person of life, lib e rty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws."
The key phrases, "privileges and
immunities," and "due process of
law," and "equal protection of the
laws" are the vehicles by which 1983
protections are usually identified. For
example, the guarantee against un·
reasonable searches and seizures con·
tained in the fourth amendment is ap·
plicable to State officers by reason of
the "due process" language of the 14th
amendment. Thus, an officer acting
9

"Law enforcement personnel everywhere have a vital interest
in what constitutes the legal use of deadly force. Especially is this
true of administrators."

contrary to the fourth amendment
might be held liable for denying a
citizen his constitutional right to due
proces .
Practically all routine law enforcement work has the potential of becoming the subject of complaint by an
irate citizen who demands satisfaction
by way of a civil uit under this tat·
ute. Therefore, one of the heavy respon ibilities of each law enforcement officer is to recognize and protect
the rights, privileges, and immunitie
of per ons within the jurisdiction he
erves. Section 1983 cry tallizes the
10

officer's duty in this respect where
constitutional or Federal rights are
concerned. Thus, the statute implies
that an officer has a specific duty to
avoid depriving others of the enjoyment of these guarantees and that, by
his failure to comply with that duty,
he may incur personal liability for the
resulting inj uries.
Does this mean that an officer, who
i negligent in the use of his firearm,
may be sued in Federal court under
1983 for the violation of a constitutional right?

Section 1983 was not intended to be
a substitute for State tort action, nor
grant a Federal forum for every citizen's claim of injury by a State official. X egligence, a uch, is not actionable a a civil rights complaint. The
official conduct must deprive another
of a constitutional right. 42 Yet, conduct that a State court would classify
as negligence has formed the basi of
a 1983 suit. Let u look at some examples of constitutional classification and ee how plaintiffs have fashioned their complaints SO as to bring
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
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their case into Federal court as a 1983
cause of action.

The Fourth Amendment
The fourth amendment declares
in part: "The right of the people to
be secure in their persons . .. against
unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated ...." This constitutional provision has long been interpreted to embrace security from
arbitrary intrusion by the police. The
following case illustrates how one
Federal court applied this language to
facts that sound of negligence. An
officer, after reporting to the scene of
a disturbance, observed a young boy
leave the scene. The officer pursued,
thinking the boy had a gun. The boy
carried a tire tool in his hand, which
he dropped when the officer yelled for
him to "halt." Ail the witnesses, in.
cluding the officer, heard the tool
drop. The officer testified that as he
lowered his gun he accidentally
pulled the trigger, putting a hole
through the boy's thigh. The district
judge found the officer's use of force
amounted to gross or culpable negligence; however, he was of the opinion that the plaintiff could not prevail
under Federal law since 1983 was not
intended as a means of recoupment for
injuries caused by the negligence of a
State officer acting in the course of

Law enforcement officers of
other than Federal jurisdiction who are interested in
any legal issue discussed in
this article should consult
their legal adviser. Some
police procedures ruled permissible under Federal constitutional
law
are
of
questionable legality under
State law or are not permitted at all.
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his duty. With this the appellate court
disagreed. The appeals court reasoned
that gross or culpable conduct WB!'
the equivalent of arbitrary action;
that is, the officer's action was more
than just simple negligence. "Our
concern here is with the raw abuse of
power by a police officer ... and not
with simple negligence on the part
of a policeman or any other official." 4 3 Such arbitrary action is a
constitutional violation.

"The use of deadly force
by law enforcement officers
in effecting an arrest is a
well-recognized ground for
a 1983 case. Yet, the exact
place in the Constitution of
a right to be free from such
force is not clear and has
been the subject of disagreement in the decisions of the
Federal courts of appeal."

Cruel and Unusual Punishment-The Eighth Amendment

risk of killing them. But that is a
policy question for the State legisla- ture, not for the Federal courts to decide in the guise of constitutional adjudication, the court said. The panel
went on to hold that the State statute
was not unconstitutionally overbroad
or vague and was not violative of the
equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment. 44

Plaintiffs have also contended that
the use of deadly force against a nonviolent fleeing felon is cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the
eighth amendment. In a recent case,
officers investigating a burglary attempt killed the plaintiff's son as he
was fleeing from an arrest. The plaintiff contended that the State statute,
which followed the common law "any
felony" rule, was unconstitutional on
its face and as it was applied because
it permitted the administration of
cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the eighth amendment.
Deadly force can be constitutionally
authorized only when necessary to
protect "one's own life or safety, or
the life and safety of others."
The three.judge court, convened to
determine the constitutionality of the
State statute permitting the use of
deadly force to arrest any felon, held
that the statute was not in violation of
the eighth amendment. The amendment deals with punishment, and the
short answer to the plaintiff's contention was that the State statutes simply
were not dealing wi th punishment. An
officer in effecting an arrest cannot use
any force for the purpose of punishing a person and to do so is a crime
under title 18, United States Code,
section 242. It may be better as a
value judgment to allow nonviolent
felons to escape rather than incur the

Due Process
The fifth amendment to the U.S.
Constitution provides in part: "No
person shall be . . . deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law. . . ." The 14th amendment applies the same -limitation on
the States: ". . . nor shall any State
deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of
law. . . ."
The use of deadly force by lawen·
forcement officers in effecting an are
rest is a well-recognized ground for
a 1983 case. Yet, the exact place in
the Constitution of a right to be free
from such force is not clear and has
been the subject of disagreement in
the decisions of the Federal courts of
appeal. Several opinions have expressed the thought that the right
arises from the due process clause
of the 14th amendment; that is, the
right to be secure in one's person, a
right to life itself, which stands sepa·
rate and apart from any specific right
found in the Bill of Rights. Such a
11

right is fundamental and basic to an
ordered society and is inherent in the
Constitution. It is thus protected by
the due process clause. The claim is,
therefore, that the State fleeing felon
statute violates the due process clause
of the 14th amendment because, procedurally, it permits the arbitrary imposition of death by the officer, violates the presumption of innocence,
and denies the suspect a right to trial
by a jury. Of course, the arguments
would apply as well to the use of
deadly force against the violent, dangerous felon. Courts, in applying a due
process analysis, attempt to balance
the interests of society in guaranteeing the right to life of an individual
against the interest of society in in·
suring public safety. They have not
agreed on where the balance should be
struck.
Two cases illustrate the conflict.
Both are from States which follow the
common law "any felony" rule, and
perhaps best illustrate the constitutional challenge made against the rule.
One case is from Connecticut; the
other is from Missouri. 45

Connecticut Case
An officer, while crulsmg in his
patrol car in the ordinary course of
his duties, observed an automobile oc·
cupied by three young males. Both
cars proceeded for several blocks at a
lawful rate of peed. Through radio
contact, the officer determined the vehicle had been reported stolen. The
boys became aware they were being
followed and accelerated to about
80 miles per hour. The officer followed in hot pur uit. After traveling
everal blocks, they reached the end
of the road. Both the tolen vehicle
and the patrol car slid to a stop, causing a large cloud of dust. Since the
occupants of the car were not imme·
diately visible, the officer climbed to
the top of a nearby embankment. He
observed two men running acros a
12

nearby field and called for them to
halt. They momentarily turned to face
him, but then began to run away. The
officer fired his gun at the leg of one
of the fleeing suspects, but struck
him in the left buttock, causing inter·
nal injuries which resulted in his
death. It was stipulated that none of
the occupants had threatened physical
injury to the officer in any manner.
The rule in Connecticut is that an
arresting officer may use deadly force
if he reasonably believes it necessary
to effect an arrest or to prevent the
escape from custody of a person whom
he reasonably believes has committed
or attempted to commit a felony.4G

Missouri Case
Two young boys entered the office
of a golf driving range at night by
means of an unlocked window for the
purpose of stealing money. As they
departed through a back window,
they were intercepted by a policeman.
He ordered them to stop, but rather
than submit to arrest, they fled in
different directions. As another officer, who had just arrived on the scene,
rounded the building, he collided with
one of the boys. They both fell to the
pavement. The officer grabbed the
boy's leg, but he broke from the officer's grasp and ran. The officer pur·
sued, but was losing the race. He
shouted: "Stop, or I'll shoot," but the
boy did not stop. Believing that it was
necessary to take further action to
prevent escape, the officer fired
a warning shot. The bullet, however,
struck the youth in the head, causing
his death. It was stipulated by the
parties that the officer's use of his gun
was "reasonably necessary under the
circumstances and was authorized by
the statutes of the State of Missouri."
The pertinent Missouri tat·
utes read as follows:
"Justifiable Homicide

Homicide shall be deemed

justifiable when committed by
any person in either of the following cases:

*

*

*

*

*

(3) When necessarily committed in attempting by lawful
ways and means to apprehend
any person for any felony committed, or in lawfully...
keeping or preserving the peace.
Rights 0/ Officer in Making
Arrests
If, after notice of the intention to arrest the defendant, he
either flees or forcibly resists,
the officer may use all necessary
means to effect the arrest." 47

A civil rights action was instituted
in each case under title 42, United
States Code, section 1983, alleging
that the individual officers, acting under color of State law, deprived the
fleeing persons of their lives without
due process of law. The officers'
answers were the same; namely, they
acted in good faith plus they had a
reasonable basis to believe their con·
duct was lawful. In each case, the arresting officer simply relied upon the
validity of his State statute, which
permits a law enforcement official to
use deadly force in apprehending a
person who has committed a felony.
The plaintiffs' contention was that
such statutes as these are unconstitu·
tional, and they should be declared so
by the Federal courts. While such
declarations may not affect the liability of the current defendants, it would
remove the defense of good faith in
future damage actions of this kind.
They asked the courts in each case to
fashion a con titutional standard
which would restrict the use of deadly
force in effecting an arrest to violent
felonies or circum tances where there
i substantial risk that the person to
be arrested will cause death or erious
bodily harm if his apprehension is delayed.
In the Connecticut case, the Federal
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

appellate court rejected the plaintiff's
argument: " . . . [S]tates must be
given some leeway in the administra·
tion of their systems of justice, at
least insofar as determining the scope
of such an unsettled rule as an arrest·
ing officer's privilege for the use of
deadly force. Further, in the light of
the shifting history of the privilege,
we cannot conclude that the Connecti·
cut rule is fundamentally unfair." 48
In the Missouri case, the Federal
district court held that a defense of
good faith had been established and
therefore denied an award of dam·
ages. The court concluded there was
no longer a controversy between the
parties which would permit the granting of declaratory relief; therefore,
the court declined to rule on whether
the Missouri statutes were unconstitutional. Even if the statutes were un.
constitutional, the court reasoned, the
defense was still available to the officer, since he reasonably believed in
their constitutionality at the time. 10
appeal was taken from the denial of
damages, but the plaintiff appealed the
court's denial of declaratory relief.
The Federal appellate court disagreed
with the district court and remanded
the case for consideration on the
merits of the constitutional issue. The
good faith defense cannot serve as a
reason for denying equitable relief.
Furthermore, the appellate court disagreed that the parties lacked sufficient adverse interest. The result of a
declaratory judgment in favor of the
plaintiff would be to remove the de·
fense of good faith in future damage
actions. "Those who would use a stat·
ute as a shield must be prepared to
defend the constitutional validity of
that shield." 49
On remand, the district court held
the Missouri statutes did not violate
the U.S. Constitution. To abolish the
use of deadly force would deprive the
State and its citizens of their rights to
security, safety, and a feeling of pro·
tection. To pick and choose those
November 1977

crimes warranting the application of
deadly force is the duty of the legisla.
ture. "It is not the role of a federal
judge to legislate for the people of a
state." 50
On the second appeal, the Federal
appellate court again reversed and
held the Missouri statutes unconstitutional. Statutes as broad as these
deny due process in that they create a
conclusive presumption that all fleeing felons pose a danger to the bodily
security of the arresting officers and
the general public. The court reasoned:
"The police officer cannot be
constitutionally vested with the
power and authority to kill any
and all escaping felons, including the thief who steals an ear of
corn, as well as one who kills
and ravishes at will. For the
reasons we have outlined, the
officer is required to use a reasonable and informed professional judgment, remaining constantly aware that death is the
ultimate weapon of last resort,
to be employed only in situations presenting the gravest
threat to either the officer or the
public at large. Thus we have no
alternative but to find [the stat·
utes] unconstitutional in that
they permit police officers to use
deadly force to apprehend a
fleeing felon who has used no
violence in the commission of
the felony and who does not
threaten the lives of either the
arresting officers or others." 51
On May 16,1977, the U.S. Supreme
Court vacated the judgment of the
Court of Appeals and remanded the
case with instructions to dismiss the
complaint. For a declaratory judgment to issue, there must be a dispute
which calls for an adjudication of adverse interest. There was no such dispute in this case. The plaintiff's claim
of a present interest was twofold: (1)
That he would gain emotional satis-

faction from a ruling that his son's
death was wrongful; and (2) he has
another son, who if ever arrested on
suspicion of a felony, might flee or
give the appearance of fleeing, and
would therefore be in danger of being
killed by defendant or other police
officers. As to the first claim, the Court
stated that emotional involvement in
a lawsuit is not enough to meet the
case or controversy requirement, and
were the law otherwise, few cases
could ever become moot. As to the
second claim, the Court stated that
such speculation is insufficient to establish the existence of a present, live
controversy.5 2
In disposing of the case in the manner described above, the Supreme
Court emphasized they were not considering the merits of the court of
appeals' opinion. Therefore, the question whether the use of deadly force
to apprehend a nondangerous fleeing
felon constitutes a violation of the
U.S. Constitution remains open. The
Missouri case represents the only Fed·
eral appellate court opinion which, on
the merits, has indicated that it does.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Critics of the common law rule
claim the use of deadly force against
a nondangerous fleeing felon is an
abuse of deadly force. The possible
remedies against such abuse-namely,
civil liability or criminal prosecution,
or both-are ineffective deterrents.
Where the State has a justifiable
homicide statute which codifies the
common law "any felony" rule, it
operates to form a shield for the officer, not only against criminal liability
but also against ci,vil liability. Thus,
civil courts, while not technically
bound to do so, usually recognize in
the State statutes a legislative policy
toward which they will defer in defin·
ing tort liability. Even while doing so
one court pointed out: " . . . the preferable rule would limit the privilege
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"The administrator should be as concerned with an officer
who is afraid to use his sidearm when the situation requires
its use as he is with the officer's reckless and unjustified use.
He fulfills his administrative duty when he addresses both
issues."

to the ituation where the cnme 111'
yolved causes or threatens death or
serious bodily harm, or where there
is a substantial risk that the person
to be arrested will cause death or serio
ous bodily harm if his apprehension is
delayed." 53
Every modern law enforcement ex·
ecutive knows well his duty to insure
efficient and effective firearms train·
ing before an officer is a signed a
weapon. Yet, the executive's respon·
sibility does not rest there. He real·
izes, in addition, that the officers under
his command are entitled to clear and
specific instruction on the circum·
stances under which the use of a fire·
arm is permissible. This takes form in
written departmental policy.
One law enforcement executive has
remarked that "a policy without teeth
is just about as effective as a patrol
car with four flat tires." Policy must
be reinforced by effective instruction
from recruit training at the academy
through advanced inservice or fire·
arms training throughout an officer's
career.
Notwithstanding departmental polio
cy and excellent instruction in both
the skill and proper use of a ide·
arm, the final decision to use it must
rest with the individual officer. That
decision will be formed in some meas·
ure by his own moral and ethical
judgment concerning the use of deadly
force. The administrator should be
as concerned with an officer who is
afraid to use his sidearm when the
situation requires its use as he is
with the officer's reckless and unjusti·
fied use. He fulfills his administrative
duty when he addresses both Issues.
14

A recent Police Foundation report 5 4
makes the point that many depart·
ments lack adequate recordkeeping
procedures designed to identify and
monitor officers' conduct involving
the use of excessive force and repeated
involvement in shooting incidents.
The authors point out "... the lack
of systematic centralized data collec·
tion in many departments inhibits
the rational development of new polio
cies, training programs, and enforce·
ment procedures." 55
One important misconception about
deadly force that became evident in
the several cases reviewed in this ar·
ticle is that officers think they have the
ability to shoot to wound when the per·
son shot at is fleeing the scene. In
case after case, the testimony of the
officer was to the effect that he actu·
ally shot at an arm or leg, but the
bullet struck the head, the neck, or
the back. One coroner's report stated:
"Given a moving target, in a range
of seventy· five yards, or less, the tar·
get will probably be hit, but not where
the gun was aimed. Therefore, the
police officer should not think he is
going to inflict a nonfatal wound by
shooting at an arm or leg. He should
fully expect the shot to be fatal." 5G
Contrary to the popular image of
police work, a decision to use deadly
force against a fleeing suspect is a
rare one for most law enforcement of·
ficers. Yet, of all the decisions an of·
ficer is called upon to make in emer·
gency arrest situations, whether to use
deadly force can turn out to be the
most agonizing and tormenting of all.
Officer Marshall's testimony about his
decision to shoot at a fleeing felon,

which led to the Connecticut case of
Jones v. Marshall, is a powerful ex·
ample of the conflicting emotions af·
fecting an officer faced with a decision
whether to use deadly forceY In
another case, the permanent paralysis
of a IS·year·old boy who was caught
with a stolen car and the distressed
emotions of the defendant police of·
ficer following the shooting empha.
size the tragedy of the legal, but un·
wise, use of deadly force. 58
Law enforcement personnel every·
where have a vital interest in what
constitutes the legal use of deadly
force. Especially is this true of ad·
ministrators. They should follow any
effort to restrict its legal use, whether
that restriction comes through legis.
lative reform, their own State court
decisions, or continued constitutional
attack in Federal courts. Beyond this,
the administrator has a more difficult
responsibility. He must decide when
the use of deadly force is wise and
prudent and support that decision
with clear policy and effective train·
~

~
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Law Enforcement Exploring

By
BRIAN D. ARCHIMBAUD
Associate Director
Law Enforcement Exploring
Division
Boy Scouts of America
North Brunswick, N.J.
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Law Enforcement Exploring introduces young people to the criminal
justice field; this program can also
provide police agencies improved
youth contact, supplemental manpower, and potential recruits_
Explorers' value to sponsoring law
enforcement agencies can be specific
and dramatic, as exemplified by the
actions of two Explorers from Post
1016, chartered by the Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Department, who
were presented the 1977 Law Enforcement Assistance Award by the U.S.
Secret Service. The annual award recognizes an Explorer who has performed ". . . an act which assisted
in the prevention or solution of a
serious crime or an act which assisted
in leading to the apprehension of a
felony suspect wanted by a lawenforcement agency. " Following a shooting incident, these two Explorers
called for assistance, warned bystanders, and gave first aid to a deputy shot by the suspects he had been
questioning.
Other nominees for the 1977 award
included: An Oregon Explorer who
gathered information leading to the
arrest of two heroin dealers; a Miami
teenager who translated for an officer
in an armed standoff with a non-

and
RICHARD C. CLEMENT
Chief of Police
Dover Township
Toms River, N.J.
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"Explorers are not used in
place of law enforcement
personnel, but to supplement them."

"[W]ith the continued sUPI
community, Law Enforcement I
even more service to the puhli4
and American youth."
16
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"Explorers'
value
to
sponsoring law enforcement agencies can be specific and dramatic . . . ."

law enforcement
will be able to give
orcement agencies.
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Englishspeaking murder suspect;
three young Illinois women who
helped locate the body of a murder
victim; a Long Island Explorer working a police switchboard who helped
detectives track down a very successf ul antique thief; an Arkansas youth
who chased, caught, and subdued an
offender who had assaulted two police
officers and committed several crimes;
and a California Explorer on a ridealong detail who made a timely assist
call when the officer and an off-duty
patrolman went in foot pursuit of
an armed prowler. (The prowler, a
prison escapee convicted of several
motel burglaries and wanted by the
FBI in New York for bank robbery, seriously wounded the off-duty
officer. )
Exploring is the young adult diviion of the Boy Scouts of America
(BSA). Tracing its root back 65
year to the early days of the Sea
Scout program, Exploring has continued to evolve and mature to serve
the changing needs of American
youths. Today, it is a nationwide
movement of 350,000 young men and
women between the ages of 15 and 21
participating in career exploration
programs designed and administered
by Exploring, BSA, with the coopera18

tion and support of business, industry, and service organizations.
As a service to high schools, the
Exploring Division conducts careerinterest surveys in schools across the
Nation each spring. Law enforcement
perennially scores high on the list of
career interests among these surveyed
teenagers. Exploring addresses itself
to the acute need of young people for
solid hands-on career experience. Law
Enforcement Exploring assists police
and sheriff departments, State police
and highway patrol agencies, and private, industrial, and military security
facilities in providing these young
adults with an introduction to the
rewarding careers available in law
enforcement.
At present, over 30,000 young men
and women are actively enrolled in
1,400 law enforcement posts from
Alaska to Florida in communities of
every size-from megalopolitan cities
to the smallest hamlet . Of the 80 different interest areas that posts explore
nationwide, the number involved in
law enforcement ranks second only to
those pursuing interests in medicine
and the allied health fields.
Though Exploring's objectives are
those of the Boy Scouts of Americacharacter building, citizenship train-

ing, and mental and physical fitnessExploring departs significantly from
traditional scouting. Law Enforcement Explorers wear uniforms similar to those of the agencies that sponsor them. While a prodigious wealth
of program support and resources is
available from the Exploring Division and local BSA councils, Law Enforcement Exploring does not have an
operating manual like the "Scout
Handbook," nor does it have an advancement program by levels of skill.
Flexibility is one of the keys to the
success of Law Enforcement Exploring, as it operates in a wide variety
of law enforcement agencies and environments. Working closely with the
local BSA council, the sponsoring law
enforcement agency tailors the program to its own needs, plus those of
the local community. The agency has
the responsibility of providing a meeting place, adequate adult leadership,
and program facilities and resources.
The result: everyone benefits- the Explorers, the agency, and the public.
Training programs can vary
greatly, depending upon the resources
of the sponsoring agency. The Los
Angeles County Sheriff's Department,
for example, sends its annual crop of
350 new Explorer recruits through
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

"Exploring addresses itself to the acute need of
young people for solid
hands-on career experience."

a demanding ISS-hour special academy for Law Enforcement Explorers.
Graduates of the 18-week curriculum,
which includes such topics as criminal
law, radio communications, firearms
safety, first aid, narcotics control,
fingerprinting, and community relations, are promoted to the rank of
Deputy Explorer. The department's
impressive "Law Enforcement Explorer Manual: Policy and Procedures" is 30 pages long.
But not all law enforcement agencies can fit this kind of Explorer academy into their budget. Many smaller
agencies rely upon more informal,
one-on-one training procedures.
Writing in the July 1977 issue of
"The Police Chief," Sydney P. Smith,
Assistant Police Administrator for
Belvedere, Calif., describes one innovative solution to a specific training
problem. "The Peninsula Law Enforcement Explorer Academy has
risen to meet the needs of metropolitan San Mateo County [Calif.] law
enforcement. Its 18 independent jurisdictions of moderate and small size
have pooled their resources into a
multiple-agency academy system for
their collective needs. The result has
been a better-qualified Law Enforcement Explorer, a more dedicated and
less transient participant, and a uniform standard of economical and excellent training. . . ."
With the exception of training, the
Exploring program is designed to pay
for itself. Individual Explorers are
responsible for paying their own national registration fees ($3.50 annually). Posts raise money for other
November 1977

expenses, such as uniforms, equipment, and the cost of traveling to regional and national meetings, by various fundraising projects, some of
which are quite ingenious. For example, Law Enforcement Post 2282
of the Michigan State Police, Bridgeport Barracks, raised over $700 one
weekend operating a "Soak a
Smokey" booth at a local fair. Troopers wearing fatigue uniforms agreed
to sit in a dunking machine rented by
the post for the occasion. Law Enforcement Explorer Post 70 of the
Syracuse,
.Y., Police Department
has hosted an annual race of quartermidget cars in downtown Syracuse
for the past 2 years. In rural Tillamook County, Oreg., Explorer Post
775, Tillamook County Sheriff's Department, raised enough money via
a letter-writing campaign to absentee
homeowners to buy two radioequipped vehicles and one fourwheel-drive vehicle for their weekly
night security patrols. (See the October 1976 FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin.)
Post 775 has done a tremendous
job of helping the Tillamook County
Sheriff and his s.mall department
bring more effective law enforcement
to the county. Elsewhere, Explorers
are involved in a w-ide range of law
enforcement activities-from conducting bicycle safet:y programs with
young children to serving as "demonstrators" or "arr estees" in simulated crowd or mass arrest field exercises. Law Enforcement Explorers
have been deployed successfully on
stationary surveil~c.
They have

contributed significantly to community crime prevention via literature handouts, library research, house
and property identification programs,
and crime prevention lectures and
demonstrations to the public.
At station desks from coast to
coast, Explorers answer phones, greet
the public, and render a host of administrative services- from filing and
sorting to dispatching, translating,
and giving guided tours to the public.
In other divisions, they provide additional services and conserve manpower by assisting with crowd and
traffic control at public gatherings,
helping with search-and-rescue efforts, and staffing police information
booths at fairs and shopping centers.
In ride-along programs, Explorers
handle the police radio, help with the
paperwork, and double the number of
watchful eyes in the cruiser.
Explorers are not used in place of
law enforcement personnel, but to
supplement them. Explorers free officers to concentrate on the most important aspects of their jobs. Utilizing
Law Enforcement Explorers to their
full potential can mean big savings in
manpower and dollars for the sponsoring agency.
In addition to their extensive involvement with law enforcement on
the local level, Law Enforcement Explorers also travel to State, regional
and national training seminars, conventions, and competitions. More
than 800 Explorers met recently in
Tampa, Fla., for a weekend of
friendly, instructive competition. One
competitive event tested the Explor19

er's police skills in dealing with a
simulated highway accident. Two
automobiles, wrecked in an actual collision, were placed near each other.
Three or four Explorers from each
post were judged on their ability to
quickly assess the situation, administer first aid to the "victims" (played
by Medical Explorers), use effective
crowd and traffic control, call for assistance, and begin the investigation- in short, do everything required of two police officers at a real
accident scene.
Law Enforcement Exploring is one
of four Exploring specialties to develop its own national organizationthe ational Association of Law Enforcement Explorers (NALEE ). Law
Enforcement Explorer delegates campaign for, and elect, new lALEE officers at the National Explorer Presidents' Congress held each spring in
Washington, D.C. Florida and Connecticut boast similar State organizations.
Some Law Enforcement Explorers
get school credits for their involvement in the program. In September
1976, the Volusia County, Fla.,
School System accepted the 3-year,
588-hour program of the Daytona
Beach Explorer Unit 22 as an accredited cIa s. Explorers in grades 10-12
receive one full vocational credit for
each year in the program. Other educational systems throughout the country are in various stages of recognizing Law Enforcement Exploring as a
valuable career educational tool.
Law enforcement agencies have
realized the several reward of the
program for years. Fir t. Law Enforcement Exploring provides both
officer and teenagers an excellent opportunity to reach a better mutual
understanding. Terry Wies, a member of Fraternal Order of Police Post
21, Lima , Ohio, and one of six recipient of the 1977 J. Edgar Hoover
Foundation scholarships awarded to
Explorers embarking on career 111
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law enforcement, believes, " The most
important aspect I've learned is that
a police officer is not merely a symbol
in a blue uniform , but a human being
with real compassion and human
problems."
Second, Exploring offers law enforcement agencies a means of recruiting local youth with strong potential for developing into career law
enforcement officers. Post Adviser
James P. Vuocolo reports that "about
30 percent" of the former members of
Post 137, Dover Township Police Department, Toms River, N.J., have gone
into the law enforcement curriculum
at nearby Ocean County, .J., Community College. He adds, "Two of our
former members are working right

To find out more about
how you can help Law Enforce ment Ex ploring help
you, contact your local BSA
council or the National
Director, Law Enforcement
Exploring, Exploring DiVISion,
Boy Scouts
of
America, North Brunswick,
N.J. 08904, or phone (201)
2 4 9-6000.
now in a Manpower program in the
department. Two more have gone into
the military police, one is in naval
intelligence, and three are on waiting
lists to join local agencies. Of approximately 150 Explorers who've
been in the post, at least 10-15 are
pursuing ful1time career in law enforcement today."
Third, Explorer ' direct a si tance
to law enforcement agencies cannot
be overemphasized. The East Greenville-Pennsburg, Pa., Police Department employs 7 men and ponsors 25
Explorers in Post 66. Enthusiastic
Law Enforcement Explorers can be
a godsend to a department with a limited staff and budget.
In a letter to his fellow Law En-

forcement Explorers, NALEE chairman Robert L. Tompkins neatly
summed up the present state of Law
Enforcement Exploring. "There is no
end to the capabilities our program
has to offer. We have the support and
backing of almost all major law enforcement agencies. We have a program that has proven successful over
the past decade. But most importantly,
we have the teenagers, Explorers, with
a sincere interest in law enforcement
to make the entire program the most
outstanding of its kind in the United
States."
In 1976, the Exp loring Division,
BSA, received a I-year grant from
the Institute for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA ) . This grant, earmarked
for creation of an impact program
for Law Enforcement Exploring
across the country, made possible:
(l) The creation of a national Law
Enforcement Exploring Committee;
(2) the development of a Law Enforcement Exploring techniques booklet, with publication scheduled for
late 1977; (3) a concentrated membership drive within designated local
council in each of BSA's six regions;
(4) the identification and contact
with a broader spectrum of law
enforcement and criminal justice
agencie : and (5) the creation of
audiovi ual and other promotional
material. Refunding is anticipated
for another year.
A particularly valuable product of
the LEAA grant has been the identifi cation of 37 target sites for intensive
development. With the help of LEAA
fundin g, Law Enforcement ExplorinO'
should realize a 20 percent increase
in member hip over an 18-month period. And with the continued support
of the law enforcement community,
Law Enforcement Exploring will be
able to give even more service to the
public, law enforcement agencies, and
8
American youth.
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LEGAL MATTERS

Civil Rights Statutes
and the
Law EnforceITlent Officer
By

JOSEPH G. KELLY
Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Conspiracy Against Rights
of Citizens
Section 241, title 18, United States
Code, is aimed at criminal conspir·
acies to injure, oppress, or intimidate
citizens in their exercise of federally
secured rights:

"If two or more persons con·
spire to injure, oppress, threat·
en, or intimidate any citizen in
the free exercise or enjoyment
of any right or privilege secured
to him by the Constitution or
laws of the United States, or be·
cause of his having so exer·
cised the same; or
"If two or more persons go in
disguise on the highway, or on
November 1977

the premises of another, with in·
tent to prevent or hinder his free
exercise or enjoyment of any
right or privilege so secured"They shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not
more than ten ears, or both;
and if death re ults, they shall
be subject to imprisonment for
any term of yean or for life."

This is the second part
of a three.part article, the
conclusion or which will
appear in next month's
issue.

As a conspiracy statute, it is unique
in that the conspiracy alone completes
the crime and the statute, unlike the
general Federal Conspiracy Statute,1°
does not require proof of an overt act
in furtherance of the object of the
conspiracy.
The application of section 241 can
probably best be seen by comparing
it with its companion statute, section
242, title 18, United States Code.
Unlike section 242, which can be
violated by one person acting alone,
section 241, as a conspiracy statute,
requires participation by two or more
persons. Section 241 contains no color
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of law requirement and can be violated by two or more private persons
acting solely in their capacity as private persons.
However, like section 242, section
241 can be violated by persons acting
under color of law, as well as by private persons who commit acts prohibited under the statute in concert with
individuals acting under color of law,
such as in j oint activity with agents
of the State. Section 241 also requires
"specific intent" as an element of
proof.

Statutory Rights
Section 241 has been used to enforce statutory rights created by individual Federal laws or statutes, which
themselves do not contain criminal
sanctions.
Conspiracie to deprive a citizen of
a right created by a Federal statute,
which statute itself contains no criminal sanction to punish interference
with the right so granted, may in the
ab ence of an expressed congre ional
intent to the contrary, be puni hable
under section 24l.
For example, the Homestead Law ,
which provide the machinery for obtaining title to land in the public domain upon complying with certain
condition , contain no criminal sanction to puni h tho e who interfere
with the right the statute grant. The
upreme Court of the United tate
22

has held that a conspiracy to run a
homesteader off his land to deny him
his statutory right to obtain title to
it, was punishable under section 241.11

Constitutional Rights
A misconception is that the rights
encompassed in the Constitution and
its amendments are secured from interference by private persons, and con·
sequently, all conspiracies by private
persons to interfere with such rights
come within the ambit of section 24l.
The Supreme Court of the United
States has held that the prohibitions
of the Bill of Rights run only against
the Federal Government and its
agents, not against private individuals. Similarly, the prohibitions of the
14th amendment run only against the
States and their agents, not against
private individuals. 1 2
The Constitution, of course, deals
primarily with the relationship between the Federal Government and
State governments and the relationships between those governments and
private per ons. Consequently, the invasion of the right of one private person by another private per on or persons rarely constitutes a deprivation of
constitutional right , within the meaning of the statute, and ection 241 accordingly has very limited application
to the conduct and activities of private persons.
The ordinary outbreak of mob vio-

lence, private violence directed against
members of religious groups, or the
denial by students of a public figure's
right to speak on campus may appear
to be denials of the constitutional
rights of freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, or freedom of speech;
but in the absence of special circumstances, they are not violations, because such rights are guaranteed only
against official action and not against
the private behavior of one individual
towards another.
Robert Cushman summarized it
well in his book Civil Liberties in the
United States:
"Constitutional guarantees of
civil liberty are in the main protections which the citizen enjoys against abridgement by the
action of government, state or
national. No individual can possibly violate the federal Bill of
Rights, which begins with the
words, 'Congress shall make no
law,' and which has been held to
restrict only the federal government. Nor can an individual violate the Fourteenth Amendment,
which clearly says 'no state'
shall do the things forbidden.
When the civil liberties of the
citizen are interfered with by
other [private] individuals, in
general it is the state government, not the federal government, which can act to prevent
or puni h this abuse." 13
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Rights of Federal Citizenship
The relatively few rights secured
from interference by private individuals have been designated over the
years by the courts, which has described them as basic substantive
rights of Federal citizenship which are
inherent in and flow directly from the
personal relationship of the citizens to
the Federal Government. 14 These include the right to vote in Federal elections;15 of a voter in Federal elections
to have his ballot fairly counted; 16 to
be free from violence while in Federal
custody; 17 to assemble and petition the
Federal Government; 18 to testify in
Federal courts; 19 to inform a Federal
officer of a violation of Federal law ; 20
to furnish military supplies to the Federal Government for defense purposes; 21 to enforce a decree of a Federal court by contempt proceedings; 22
as a Federal officer, not to be interfered with in the performance of his
duties; 23 to be free to perform a duty
imposed by the Federal Constitution; 24 and to travel freely from one
State to another.25
For example, Mr. Justice Stewart in
speaking for the Court in the case
United States v. Guest stated:
"Although the Articles of
Confederation provided that 'the
people of each State shall have
free ingress and regress to and
from any other State,' that right
finds no explicit mention in the
Constitution. The reason, it has
been suggested, is that a right so
elementary was conceived from
the beginning to be a necessary
concomitant of the stronger
Union the Constitution created.
In any event, freedom to travel
throughout the United States has
long been recognized as a basic
right under the Constitution."
The protection of rights of Federal
citizenship is, of course, not restricted
solely to instances of interference by
November 1977

private persons. Such rights are also
obviously protected from interference
by persons acting under color of law.
Because of the extremely limited
number of rights which are secured
against interference by private persons, section 241 has never been effective in the protection of individual
rights from private interference.

14th Amendment Rights
Until the Supreme Court decision in
the case of United States v. Price in
March 1966, section 241 was not effectively used to secure 14th amendment
rights, particularly in connection with
acts of police brutality.
The reason was a continuing dispute
between constitutional experts, and indeed, between the Supreme Court Justices themselves, as to what rights were
covered under the statute. One view
held that section 241 covered only
those basic rights of Federal citizenship discussed previously, and consequently, applied only to acts of brutality committed by Federal officers.
Another broader view, advanced in
1951 in United States v. Williams, was
that section 241 covered all constitutional rights, includin g 14th amendment rights, and consequently, applied
to acts of brutality by State and local
officers as well. 26
In the Williams case, Mr. Justice
Frankfurter voiced the narrower view
on behalf of four Justices; Mr. Justice
Douglas, the broader view on behalf of
four others. The deciding vote was
cast by Mr. Justice Black, but on entirely different grounds; namely, that
the prior acquittal of all the defendants, except Williams, of the substantive offense (section 242) made the
issue of their conspiracy with Williams to violate section 241 res judicata.
As a result, the question as to
whether section 241 covered 14th
amendment rights remained unan-

swered, and in the absence of a Supreme Court majority favoring the
broader view, the narrower one prevailed.
In the Price case, the Supreme
Court finally resolved the question it
had left unanswered in the Williams
case IS years earlier, when it held
that where State participation was involved in the conspiracy, section 241
did indeed cover 14th amendment
rights, including protection against
State action depriving any person of
life, liberty, or property without due
process of law.
Mr. Justice Fortas, speaking for
the Court, stated: "[T] his language
[of section 241] includes rights and
privileges protected by the Fourteenth
Amendment; that whatever the ultimate coverage of the section may he,
it extends to conspiracies otherwise
within the scope of the section, participated in by officials [agents of the
State] alone or in collaboration with
Sj
private persons ...."

(Continued Next Month)
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IDENTIFICATION

Certification and Application
Procedures for
Latent Print Examiners

Section IIITechnical Training
A. Minimum of 40 hours of formal
tniining in the classification, filing,
and searching of inked fingerprints,
and
B. Minimum of 40 hours of formal
training in latent print matters.

Section IVExperience

The International Association for
Identification (lAI) has adopted a
program for the certification of latent
print examiners. Application forms
for certification are now being devel·
oped by the certification board, for·
merly the subcommittee on finger.
print of the IAI, which developed
this program after a year's study.
Member of the board are: Robert L.
Johnson , Chairman, U.S. Secret Servo
ice, Wa hington. D.C.; Spiro P. Va os,
California Department of Justice,
acramento, Calif.; John W. Tyler,
Bureau of Forensic Science, Rich·
mond, Va.; George J. Bonebrake,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Washington, D.C. ; Dou glas M. Monsoor, Department of Public Safety,
Lakewood, Colo.; Singleton C. Taylor, Jr. , Police Department, Shreveport, La.; and Sgt. Michael J. Fitzpatrick, St. Louis County Police
Department, Clayton, Mo.
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Section I-General Qualifications
An applicant for certification must
be of good moral character, high
integrity, good repute, and must
pos ess high ethical and professional
standing.

Section II-Educational Qualifications
A degree shall not be required;
however,S years following adoption
of a certification program, an applicant applying for certification must
have a minimum of an associate's degree or equivalent. For 10 years following adoption of a certification
program and thereafter, an applicant
applying for certification must have a
bachelor's degree in any field or an
equivalent diploma recognized by the
lAY. Educational requirements are
not applicable to recertification.

A. Minimum of 1 year full-time
experience in the classification, filing,
and searching of inked fingerprints,
and
B. Minimum of 2 years full-time
experience in the comparison and
identification of latent print material
and related matters, or
C. 1£ less than 1 year experience in
the classification, filing, and searching of fingerprints, then must have
minimum of 3 years experience in the
comparison and identification of latent print material and related matters, or
D. If less than full-time experience
for the given time periods is pos·
es ed, times must be accumulated to
reach an acceptable minimum.

Section VEndorsements
All applicants for certification must
ubmit two letters of endorsement. If
the applicant is employed by a public
law enforcement agency, one letter
shall be from a superior within the
applicant's department or agency and
one hall be from an associate in the
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

field of fingerprint identification certified by the IAI and who is a member
of either a State or regional division
and/ or the parent body_
If the applicant is in private practice, both letters shall be from members of the criminal justice system,
provided however that one of the two
shall be from someone in the field of
fingerprint identification certified by

prints and comparison of latent prints
to inked prints.
C. Either oral board testing and/ or
presentation of a case for review to
include latent print, inked print,
charted enlargements, and courtqualifying questions and answers. If
the applicant has already testified in a
court of law as an expert, he may
submit a case for review or submit to

INKED FINGERPRINT

documentation and letters of endorsement, to the State or regional division
of the IAI of the State or region in
which he practices. If no State or
regional division exists within the
State or region in which he practices,
the applicant shall submit the application to the nearest State or regional
division to the State or region in
which he practices.

LATENT FINGERPRINT

4
~-6

10
the IAI and is a member of a State or
regional division and/ or the parent
body.

Section VI-Examinations
Certification shall be determined
by testing to encompass three areas:
A. Written test-The applicant will
be required to pass a test covering
both the technical aspects and the
development of the science of fingerprint identification.
B. Classification of inked fingerNovember 1977

10
oral board testing. If the applicant
has not given testimony in a court of
law as an expert, he shall be required
to undergo oral board testing.
Each State or regional IAI shall
establish a committee of three active
members, knowledgeable in latent
print matters, to administer the certification procedures and make recommendations to the IAI Certification
Committee.
Each applicant for certification
shall submit his application for testing, accompanied by the necessary

9
The State or regional division
which receives the application shall
review the application and forward it,
along with their recommendations, to
the certification committee.
The IAI committee shall review the
application and recommendation of
the local division and determine
whether the applicant meets the criteria for testing. If the application is
in order and the minimum criteria for
testing is evidenced, the IAI committee shall forward testing materials,
indicated as "A" and "B," to the State
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or regional division submitting the
application for the administration of
testing. The testing shall be carried
out under the supervision of the State
or regional division receiving the
application.
Following completion of testing, indicated as "A" and "B," the completed
test materials shall be returned to the
IAI committee, along with documentation substantiating prior testimony,
if this is the case, to the certification
committee. The committee shall communicate with the State or regional
division the instructions for further
testing of the applicant. If the "case
presentation" alternative is indicated,
the certification committee shall advise the last date that the applicant
may submit the data to the State or
regional division for examination and
the final date by which it must be received by the committee for review.
If prior expert testimony cannot
be documented, the applicant must
undergo oral board testing. The IAI
Certification Committee shall set a
late t date that the State or regional
clivi ion may conduct that testing,
prior to making its recommendations
to pas or fail the applicant to the
committee.
If an applicant, through circumtance beyond his control, cannot
arrange testing as indicated above,
he may apply to the committee for
alternative testing procedure.

ection VIITemporary
Waiver
The certification committee recog·
nize that there are currently member of the IAI who are eminently
qualified for certification by their
experience and training and who have
testified in courts of law to latent print
identifications. For the e individual,
the following temporary waiver mechanism will apply: only members on
record with a State or regional divi26

sion or the parent body, in good
standing as of January 1, 1978, shall
be eligible for consideration under
the temporary waiver.
The temporary waiver clause shall
expire 12 months (August 4, 1978)
following adoption of a certification
program.
An applicant for certification under
the temporary waiver must, as of
January 1, 1977, meet all of the requirements for certification established by this action, except that formal training, testing, and a letter of
recommendation from a certified
member shall be waived in lieu of a
complete biographical resume and
two letters of recommendation from
members of the criminal justice system. However, the certification committee may, at its discretion, require
the applicant to undergo testing.

Section VIIIGeneral Provisions
Concerning Certification
A. The right to deny certification is
reserved.
B. A certificate granted and issued
may be suspended or revoked by the
board of director upon recommendation by the certification committee
for any of the following reasons:
1. A mi statement or misrepre entation or concealment or
commission of a material fact or
facts in an application or any
other communication.
2. Conviction of an applicant
for certification or holder of certification by a court of competent jurisdiction of a felony or
any crime involving moral turpitude.
3. I suance of a certificate contrary to or in violation of any of
the laws, standard, rules, or regulations of the I AI, or determi·
nation that the person certified
was not in fact eligible to receive
uch certificate at the time of its
i suance.

4. Unethical conduct or other
conduct by a holder of a certificate which brings the specialty of
latent print identification into
disrepute.
C. Action to suspend or revoke may
only be taken after at least 30 days
advance notice of the charges or reasons for such action has been given
to the individual concerned and an
opportunity for such person to be
heard has been provided by the IAL
D. Applicants who are denied certification by the IAI may appeal such
action to the IAI Board of Directors,
in writing, within 60 days after the
issue date of such notification.
E. Persons holding a valid, unrevoked certificate of qualification issued by the IAI are entitled to use
the designation "Certified Latent
Print Examiner," in conformance
with the standards of the IAL
F. Certification in latent print examination shall be issued for a period
of 3 years, subject to renewal upon
application by the member. Such
application for renewal shall be subject to standards in effect at the time
of request for renewal and payment
of the established renewal fee. Failure
to apply for renewal will automati·
cally place the member in a delinquent status. Failure to resolve delinquent status within 1 year will result
in revocation of certification. To
avoid delinquency or revocation of
certification, the applicant shall reque t that his certification be placed
into an inactive status, subject to consideration for renewal upon application.
G. Certificates is ued by the IAI
are nontran ferable. They remain the
property of the IAI, but every person
to whom a certificate has been issued
hall be entitled to it continued possession unless and until such certificate is revoked.
H. Member hip in the IAI IS not
mandatory for certification.
ij)
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PERSONNEL

Efficiency ReportingFriend or Foe?
By
MICHAEL G. SHANAHAN
Chief of Police
University of Washington
Seattle, Wash.

I

f there is an arena in which the
American police executive has been
embattled and only marginally successful, it is in the development of
personnel efficiency reporting_ The
forces at work against administering
an evaluation system have proven formidable. Energies expended involve
high risks and require more than
grudging forebearance on the part of
those involved. In fact, police departments that have a truly workable
system do so primarily because recipients of fitness reports recognize the
personal advantages and protections
that accrue with a properly con·
trolled program.
November 1977

Chief Michael G. Shanahan

Although salaries comprise the
bulk of budgetary considerations for
law enforcement agencies, there is
greater refinement in predicting levels
of functioning for communications
and vehicular equipment than for the
basic service delivery systemthe
commissioned officer. This is easily
understood, since police radios and
patrol cars are not pr~tecd
by civil
service regulations. They are not
members of collective bargaining
units, nor are they the recipients of
disability benefits. When no longer
usable, they may be surplused and
traded for new issue. Personnel and
their management, on the other hand,
are far more complex. They have the
27

capacity individually and collectively
to influence the success or failure of
any evaluation process_

44Personnel and their
management . . . are far
more complex . They have
the capacity individually
and collectively to influence
the success or failure of any
evaluation process."
At the outset, it should be noted
th at a cautious approach to efficiency
reporting is critical, since political
and social considerations outweigh
technical administrative arguments.
Simply put, there must be a feeling
that the effort makes sense, and that
the fin al product serves as a "motivator" 1 instead of a " dissatisfier." 2 If
there is a single mistake that will
doom the process to certain failure, it
is a rush to implementation coupled
with perceived fears of exposed professional inadequacies.
In 1970, the University of Washington Police Department (UWPD )
nearly tripled its staff to a 100-employee level. This came as a result of
campus protests. Coping with public
demonstrations in addition to personnel administration drove home the
absolute necessity to develop an evaluati on procedure. The department
needed to determine the quality of
persons hired, as well as identify a
basis from which intelligent promo·

44The department n eeded
to d etermine the quality of
persons hired, as well as
identify a basis from which
intelligent promotional deci ions could b e reached."
tional decisions could be reached.
"Make-it-or-break-it exams" or " showand-tell oral boards" did not reflect
the most critical consideration- j ob
performance.
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Not only was departmental leadership frustrated by being forced to
consider people for promotion based
primarily on their academic and
training credentials or seniority, but
line office rs wanted due credit for
good street decisions and honest efforts_ Consequently, the move toward
a fair and acceptable performance
evaluation was initiated_ The obj ective was not just measurement of
police officers, but of their supervisors as well. Invested in the activity
were years of practice, counseling,
training, and report writin g_ In re-

turn, officers provided advice and patience; even more important, they did
not sabotage the proj ect. As a result,
the fin al document is not seen as just
another form which creates more paperwork or a scheme developed by
some out-of-town consultant ; it is the
true reflection of the value system
which commissioned personnel of all
grades are willing to impose upon
themselves_
In the final analysis, efficiency reporting serves as the department's
" management tool" for counseling
and developing personnel. Further, it

PERFORMANCE OF DUTY FACTOR_ERSONAl QUALITIES



ADAPTABILITY: AbUlIy 10 o,lenl_lllo chonglng condillonllhrough opplled ,.otonlng ond pe..onol oklili.
::01
#2
#3
EllOORS(I
_ _ __ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
______ _ __
_ _ _ _ __ __ _

1. Eagerly adapts to new and cha ng ing situations.
2. Adapts to new situations without lengthy explanations.
3. Adapts to new and changing situations after a lull and complete explanation.
4. Does nol easil y adapt to basic changes In procedure or policy.
5. Is unable to adapt: resists chan ges vigorously.

APPEARANCE: Outw.,d phlllcollmp,...lon con••yed 10 lhe public ond othe, .,.mbe.. 01 the deportmenl.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. Consistently presents a neat and confidence· inspiring appearance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ , 2. Appearance is above average; uniform and person are cared for in a very
presentable manner.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3. Appearance is average ; no evidence of special attention needed.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Appearance IS below average : some degree of neglect towa rd personal appearance
is evident.
5. Appearance is below minimum standards; uniform and person are in consta nt
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
neglect.

COOPERATION : Ablilly to work wllh oth....1 .I.om membe,.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. Parllcipa tes freely and eaSily In all group situation s.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. Works well With most members of the department and general publiC In group
Si tuations.
__ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ 3. PartiCipates In an acceptable manner without any negative impact on group efforts.
__ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ 4. Is inclined to be uncooperative and IS not effective In helping to achieve group
requiremen ts.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5. Presence IS counterproductive to group obJeclives. This office r's presence usually
Inc reases tensions among those present.

DEPENDABILITY: l.vel 01 work loed which con be ,occultully pieced upon the Indlvlduo l.
_ _ __ __ __

_
1. Can be relied upon for any duty requ irement ; is not only capable of doing a
superlative job, but can perform any task which may be requ ired . even al short nol lce.
_ __ _ 2. Can 'be rel ied upon to do a complete ly satisfaclory job in regular assignment; needs
little supervision in new or unfamiliar duties.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __
3. Does adequate. rellable'job in regul ar duty assignment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. Can be depended upon only on highly structured assignments; needs constant

____ _

_ _ __

instruction.
_ _ _ _ _ 5. Is unreliable ; needs cont inuous direct supervision.

ENTHUSIASM: l.vels ol lnte,"1 conveyed to o!he .. through portlclpollon In dep.rt_nt lunctlonl.
__
_ _
__
__

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__

_ __
_
_ __
__

1. Motivates others by eagerness and willingness to perform all duty assignments.
2. Maintains a level of enthusiasm suftic.ent for selfmotivation in all duties.
3. Response to duties meets general expectations.
4. Is seldom enthusiastic about du ties and performs general aSSignments perfunctOrily.
5. Performs almost all duties in a re luctant manner.

INITIATIVE : D.monelr.ted In.oIv._nl ln .nte,prls lng job ecll.lliel or gene, .1 prol...lonol d •••lopmenls.

__ _ _
_ _ __
__ __
__ __

__ _ _ _
_____
_ _ ____
__ _ _ _

1. Constantly suggests and develops new opportunities to Improve self and
department.
2. Often finds bener methods of improving self and department.
3. Oevelops new procedures for performance of routme tasks.
4. Able to etart police actions 'or which tra ined.
5 Ooes not originate problemsolving aclions

Figure 1.
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"In the final analysis, efficiency reporting serves as the
department's 'management tool' for counseling and developing personnel."
has facilitated the extension of authority to those who need it mostmiddle management and line supervisors. This system has reduced exposure to the public spectacle of disciplinary actions while increasing the
positive impact that raters and endorsers can make on individual careers.
For the most part, sergeants and
lieutenants now determine future
promotions. Such important consider

ations are not left solely to the vicissitudes of civil service procedures.
There are some "Do's" and
"Don'ts" to be recommended that
have been learned through costly
experience. It must also be remembered that to be successful, efficiency
reporting must go beyond line officer
level. Supervisors must also be held
accountable by those above them who
are directly knowledgeable of the m

JUDGMENT: Amount 0I1oglc ond proctlcllilty ""<110 _1Mklftg.
=1

=2

::::l

  
  

  
  

so

_ _ _ _ _ 1. Make. decisions of the highest qu,lily. taking into account all 'actors involved.
_ _ _ _ 2. DeCisions made Bre the correct ones, resulting in the oHiea,', being a~e
10 work efficiently in duty assignment.
_ _ _ _ 3. Decisions made are within procedural bound.'....
_ _ _ _ • . Makes few decision • • some of which involve misperception of pertinent delails or
unfamiliarity with department guide linea.

         5. Unable to make correct declaiona and needs conatant supervla1on. Can only
handle the most routine calla.

     1. Shows consistent high profile use of police training and instrUction for
accomplishment of assigned duties.
   _ _ 2. Is able to show direct application of learned techniques and instr uction for job
completion.
    _ 3. Is able to accomplish assigned duties in accordance with training received .
       4. Requires frequent instruction to redevelop basic skills and techn i ques for job
accompl ishment.
       5. Displays little utilization of basic tra ining and techniques necessary for
accomplishment of routi ne assignments.

LEADERSHIP: L.... oIlnd_.... obUIty 10 _ _" dnct. guido. 01' I n f I _  . . . .  _

... 01' off......

    _ _ _ 1. Ollicer is a recognized leader. Commands conf idence, respect a n d is a~e
. when
necessary, to take charge of any situation.
_  _ _ _ _ _ 2. ONicer demonstrates qualities of leadership in performance of r outine dutiea.
Will be supported by peers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3. Officer has leadership qualities but does not always dlsptay them.
   _ _ _ _ 4. Officer possesses limited ability to inspire confidence and respect.
  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5. Officer does not inspire respect or confidence in others.

ACCEPTANCE Of' CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM OR COUNSEUNQ: R _ 1 o
. . . " .  y Input ..1 _ 10 job perIormoMe.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. Officer willingly accepts criticism when appropriate and avoidS d efensiveness.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. Officer accepts criticism in a positive manner and works to improve performance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3. Officer accepts critiCism and makes appropriate corrections.
_ _ _ _ _ 4. Accepts criticism only selectively. Relatively ready with excule& or alibis and does
not read ily accept blame for mistakes.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5. Accepts little or no criticism . Will usually try to shift blame for e rrors or omissions.
WRmNO IIlILLS:AbIIIIy 1 0 _ , _ ...... .."...... _ _ 01 .._ _
_ _ _ _ _ 1. Wrihen work
correction.
_ _ _ _ _ 2. Wr itten work
_ _ _ _ _ 3. Written work
_ _ _ _ _ 4. Written work
or accuracy.
_ _ _ _ _ 5. Written work

is concise , clear, accurate: rarely it ever needs revi sion or
is generally clear and accurate: seldom needs to be redone .
is acceptable.
regularly needs revision for errors in clarity, spe ll i n g . completeness,
almost always needs revision . Errors are numerous.

ORAL EXPREUION: Ability 10 com., _"""" .......... _ I

_lion.

_ _ _ _ _ 1. Exceptionally able to express self clearly and effectively on all subjects ; uaes
appropriate language for any situation ; organization and prese n tation of subject
matter are good.
_ _ _ _ _ 2. Conveys clear understanding on subject. and situation.; orgart.izatton and presentation
of topics are properly done.
_ _ _ _ _ 3. Aeasonably clear in expression: does not digre..; gets main po.ints across.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. Sometim•• unable to expre.. subject matter clearly ; cannot cOt'nmunicate effectively
in some situations on certain subjecla: has tendency to digre__
_ _ _ 5. 008'1 not communicate effectively on moet subject.: main point. of prnentation are
poorly organized : digreaae. frequenlly.

Figure L
(continued)
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terest or lack thereof that they have
taken in their subordinates. Only if
there is accountability up the chain
of command will streetlevel officers be
willin g to expose themselves to, and
provide support for, such an undertaking. In implementing an efficiency
report system, at least the following
considerations must be made:

DO's
1. Involve all levels of personnel in
the development and planning
process.
2. Allow at least 1 to 2 years training
and experience with the developed
product before going on record.
3. During the shakedown period, insure that raters and endorsers are
individually critiqued on their
demonstrated techniques of counseling and objectivity_
4. Provide that no efficiency report is
retained for more than 4 years.
(UWPD uses 3 years.)
5. Insure that reviewing officials
chart scores to preclude a halo
effect which only causes a detraction of the report value and an
inflated picture.
6. Provide a relief pressure valve so
that those rated can disagree with
the evaluation if they believe that
such is indicated.
7. Include within the departmental
procedures manual detailed instructions on report preparation.
UWPD instructions comprise 6
pages. You will need them at any
civil service or court challenges.
8. Limit document access to senior
officials, personnel officers, selection boards, and rated personnel.

DON'Ts
1. Don't attempt an evaluation system
if your department IS passing
through a period of crisis_
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2. Don't sell the process to supervisors as a way to keep book. They
are being rated also.
3. Don't include loyalty as a trait to
be rated. It must be assumed. Absence of loyalty will be reflected
under other categories.
4. Don't use the report as a vehicle to
set individual salaries.
5. Don't negotiate away content or
use. This is a management document and should be protected under management rights.
6. Don't use the evaluation at disciplinary hearings, unless there has
been a series of submissions involving different raters and endorsers supporting established
facts.
7. Don't be satisfied with what you
think is your final product.
8. Don't give in to those whose own
feelings of inadequacy motivate
them to attack the process by
watering down completeness of the
report. Garbage in will be garbage
out.
There is an interesting phenomenon
that seems to develop when the efficiency reporting system functions
properly. It is positive, and in no way
undermines departmental morale. As
the system takes hold, officers and
supervisors, while sharing a sen e of
membership, feel personally accountable for their own careers. The proce identifies individual objective. It
triggers selfexamination and intellectual hone ty. Generally, rated personnel wil! not discuss their uccesses or
failure in a group social setting as
long a they believe a report was fair
and reflective of true performance.
orne might argue that this "i olation" is destructive and adds to job
tres. If properly channeled, this
tre s is healthy. Additionally, employee are given a structured avenue
for development without being subject
to peer pressure. It is impos ible for
police executive to award promotion
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to entire groups, and this is where the
buddy system fails to provide positive
reinforcement. The career officer soon
learns that important counsel and advice can be received from supervisors.
Those who can provide good leadership become more visible to both subordinates and superiors as a consequence. Those who focus on the promotional aspects, however, have
missed the basic purpose. That area
represents only a byproduct. The real
value is the dialogue generated and
increased disclosure of unit efficiency
or the lack of it.
A fivepage officer evaluation form
was developed by the UWPD over a

7year period. It covers a wide variety
of information, from personal data
to the development of an overall profile chart. The form shows by category
where officers rank in relation to their
contemporaries; it assists in avoiding
a halo effect and prevents rating officials from being able to gloss over
and give an "atta boy" or "you're doing just fine" approach to counseling.
The evaluation form's composition
and quality is exemplified by the material captioned: Performance of Duty
FactorsPersonal Qualities, Demonstrated Performance of Present Duty,
Promotion, and Individual/Departmental Profile. (See figs. 12.)

Rater
:2
.:3
OCOORSU
.:tl
_ _ _ _ _ 1. PertQftN thll duty better than any other offal I know.
_ _ _ _ _ 2. PerfOfmlnc8 01 this duty equalled by Ie.. oHicsr• .

_ _ _ _ _ 3. PerlOl''''' this duty II well as most otrleer• .
_ _ _ _ _ ... Performance of this duty meet. minimum Itand.rm

_ _ _ _ _ 5. Performsthildutyi"anunu.lla'.ctorymanner.
I'IIOMOTION
Rater
=1
=2
::3
(III)I»$(J
_ _ _ _ _ 1. Promote ahead 01 cont.mpri~(hvjdUlI
level. 01 command within the department.
_ _ _ _ _ 2. Promote ahead of contemporaries.
_ _ _ _ _ 3. Promote with contempor.ries _

pone.... ability to attain highest

_ _ _ _ _ • . Not r.ady for promotion at thi,lIme .
_ _ _ _ _ _ 5. NOI recommended for promotion (performance doe. not

.'Hant conaklerahon).
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Bouom line ' . . . .nl. the pertorm.nce of ,tMI IOWt 10'11. 01 eM oftlCefa
Sohd m l d~
hne f.pr..et\taIM dePllttme"'a' aft'.
Dotted hn. rapt'aMn'a the ~rto"'.w:
01 lhe fatt'd officer
Enl,... In Un Mellon ailM optiOn 01'.... fated oHtCer

I have been shown lhe contents of Ihi, rlporl and h.YI been coun..led by my rIling and endoralng IUpervisof.
regarding the remarks Itw.,lln on 1M dall which appear. below

DATE :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _SIGNATURE:

-

R,ted offtClr, wilhing to add comment. will be limited to • onepage typewriH,n doc:u~nl.
Thll document will
be double,sPlced and w.1I be lubmllted to lhe reviewing luthOrlty wlthin ten wOfking days of receipt of rlpor'

Figure 2.
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A similar supervisors form was
also developed, but is geared differently to include such categories as Development of Subordinates or Directing and Controlling Operations.
Tegative remarks may not be included in the form, if they have not
"Currently, there are
great pressures being placed
upon police executives from
outside their organizations.
The latest of these involve
multimillion dollar reverse
discrimination suits. This
problem emphasizes the
importance of developing
defensible evaluation reporting systems on the part
of police labor and management."

I'

~,/)ry

been brought to the attention of rated
personnel at an appropriate time during the period covered. Physical fitness is measured separately via the
University of Washington Police Officer Physical Efficiency Battery with
scores recorded in training files. 3
Currently, there are great pressures
being placed upon police executives
from outside their organizations. The
latest of these involve multimillion
dollar reverse discrimination suits.
This problem emphasizes the importance of developing defensible evaluation reporting systems on the part
of police labor and management.
The absence of sound evaluation systems engenders cynicism, mistrust,
rumor, and ignorance of departmental
decision making.

When departmental records depicting equipment status exceed in importance those afforded personnel, there
is a confusion of priorities. Police
officers provide the most basic 24hour
public service local government has
to offer. Citizen demand for police assistance is increasing along with the
rewards for effective service. Combine
these facts with the improved quality
of recruits and training over the past
10 years, and the case for efficiency
reporting is more than a good ideait
is a mandate.
~
FOOTNOTES
Frederick Herzberg, Work and the Nature 0/
Mon, The World Publishing Company, Cleveland and
New York. 1966. p. 75.
1

• Ibid .• p. 74.
3 Marcella D. Woods. "The University of Wash·
ington Police Officer Physical Efficiency Battery,"
Th e Police Chief. February 1976. p. 59.

Car Theft Prosecution Study Set

Under 1970 U.S. Department of
Justice prosecutive guidelines for interstate car thefts, only ring cases are
now prosecuted federally. Individual
Dyer Act violations are referred for
State and local action. A study is being initiated to determine the results
of these referrals, as there are indications these individual cases are not
being pursued.
The cooperation of State and local
authorities is sought for this study,
which is to be done by the Blackstone
Institute in Washington, D.C., at the
request of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. The study
has the full support of the Criminal
Division of the Department of Justice and the Interagency Committee
on Auto Theft Prevention. Its purpose
is to learn the problems faced by
State and local authorities in handling these cases, to develop new policies, including possible financial aid,
and to assist local and State prosecution of interstate theft of motor vehicle cases.
November 1977

In conducting the study, Blackstone
Institute will work with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and the U.S.
Marshal's Service. During September
and October 1977, these two agencies
kept a record of all auto theft cases
referred to local and State law enforcement agencies for prosecution,
and Blackstone will determine the results of these cases. Blackstone will
also trace all interstate auto theft
cases that are not referred to the U.S.
Attorney by picking up stolen vehicle
locates placed with the National
Crime Information Center (NCIC )
during the same test period. Locating
agencies will then be asked to indicate whether arrests have been made
in connection with each vehicle recovered, and if so, whether arrestees
have been prosecuted by the arresting
authority or are being referred to outofState authorities for prosecution.
Blackstone will then check those cases
where subjects have been arrested to

determine what prosecutive action resulted.
Many police departments, sheriff's
offices, and local or State prosecutors
can expect to hear from the Blackstone Institute during November and
December of this year. Information
provided will be held in strictest confidence and will be used solely for
general analytical and statistical purposes. No information concerning individual subjects will be disclosed or
released, and at the completion of the
study, all information identifying individuals by name will be destroyed
or deleted. The prompt and full cooperation of all agencies contacted
by Blackstone will be greatly appreciated. Accurate and complete information will substantially' enhance the
potential of this study to contribute
to the solution of this serious lawenforcement problem, a problem which
involves nearly 1 million stolen cars
a yeara total economic loss of over
$1.6 billion.
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WANTED BY THE FBI

Photograph taken 1970.

Photograph taken 1971.

DON LOUIS CHURCH, also known as Don Luis Church,
Robert Cummings, Don Iglesia, Don Inglesia, Robert Alan
Walker, James Wallace

Unlawful Flight To Avoid Prosecution-Possession and
Detonation of Destructive Devices With Intent To Terrify
and Intimidate
Don Louis Church is presently being sought by the Federal Bureau of Investigation for
unlawful interstate flight to
avoid prosecution for the crime
of possession and detonation of
destructive devices, with intent
to terrify and intimidate.

The Crime
On February 27, 1971, a
bombing occurred at the Berkeley Center Building in Berkeley, Calif. A second bombing
followed on March 3, 1971, at
the South Berkeley Branch of
the Bank of America. Evidence
con necting Church with the
bombings was found in the
abandoned apartment he occupied with his paramour, Mary
Kathleen Brooks. For m a I
charges were placed against
Church by the Berkeley, Calif.,
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Police Department on May 28,
1971, and on June 21, 1971, he
was apprehended. He was released on $10,000 cash bond on
April 28, 1972, but subsequently
failed to appear for trial.
A Federal warrant was issued
for Church's arrest on June 27,
1972, at San Francisco, Calif.

Description
Age________. 34, born January 29,
1943, Seattle, Wash.
HeighL _____ 6 feet 2 inches.
WeighL ____. 175 pounds.
Build _______ Slender.
HaiL_______ Blond.
Eyes________ Blue.
Complexion _. Fair.
Race _______ . White.
Nationality__ American.
Occupations_ Gas station attendant,
salesman, writer.
Sc ars and
Marks ____ Cut scar corner of left
eye.

Remarks____ May be wearing mustache, beard, and
considerably longer
hair style; possibly
in the company
of Mary Kathleen
Brooks, Identification Order 4490,
and couple's son,
age six, known as
"Mouse Face" or
"Foco."
Social Secu·
rity Num·
ber Used__ 535--42- 3724.
FBI No. __ __ 716,077 H.
Fingerprint Classification :
14 M 1 U IIO 14 Ref: T T U 17 117
SITII
TRR122
NCIC Classification:
140308161408TT091312

Caution
Church has been known to
possess numerous weapons in
the past, including a shotgun
and pistols. Consider both
Church and Brooks armed and
extremely dangerous.

Notify the FBI
Any person having information which might assist in locating this fugitive is requested
to notify immediately the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department
of Justice, Washington, D.C.
20535, or the Special Agent in
Charge of the nearest FBI field
office, the telephone number of
which appears on the first page
of most local directories.

Right index fingerprint.
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